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DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 

Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362     

COX RAPID DRY HEAT
STERILIZER
STERI-DENT 

The Cox Rapid Dry
Heat Sterilizer utilizes
dry heat rather than
steam and pressure to
sterilize. It won’t
corrode, dull or pit
your instruments or cause them to rust, thus
extending the life of every costly instrument. There
is no need to purchase supplies such as distilled
water, rust inhibitors or chemical solutions. The
speed of the Cox Rapid Dry Heat Sterilizer gets
instruments turned around to you quicker,
reducing the amount of instrument investment.

Sterilizer Package: Unit, Removable Instrument
Basket, Basket Removal Tool, Cooling Rack,
Instrument Rack (for packaged instruments)
9502580 [COX-115VN]

DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

STERILIZERS

DRY HEAT STERILIZER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Dry Heat Sterilizers are constructed from
rust resistant stainless steel. The chamber door
seals to ensure no moisture. The burn-out proof
heating element and precision thermostat offer
rapid heat up and even heat throughout the
sterilization process. Darby’s Dry Heat Sterilizers
are easy to operate, cost efficient and come with 
a one year warranty.

Model 200 (450 Watts)
9518599 2 Tray Sterilizer

Model 300 (650 Watts)
9518601 3 Tray Sterilizer

AUTOMATIC AUTOCLAVES
TUTTNAUER USA CO

Tuttnauer autoclaves focus on sterilization 
and infection control enabling Tuttnauer to offer
products to help practitioners meet today's
challenging workloads and regulatory
requirements. These fully automatic
sterilizers fill, sterilize, exhaust and dry at the
touch of a button. The innovative closed door
drying cycle circulates warm, filtered fresh air
throughout the chamber to maintain sterility and
ensure efficient drying of packs and pouches. The
autoclaves have a contemporary design with an
easy to read display panel.

6060435 EZ9 9" x 18"
6060490 EZ9PLUS 9" x 19.8"
6060492 EZ9PLUS-P 9" x 19.8" w/Printer
6060480 EZ10 10" x 19"
6066094 EZ11PLUS 11" x 19.8"
6060496 EZ11PLUS-P 11" x 19.8" w/Printer

TUTTNAUER

PRESTIGE

MANUAL AUTOCLAVES
TUTTNAUER USA CO 

The Tuttnauer
manual
autoclave is
designed to
compliment any
healthcare
facility. The
bright easy to
use panel was
designed with the operator in mind. The autoclave
will satisfy your sterilization needs without
compromising on quality, safety or reliability. 
There is an automatic shut off at the end 
of both the sterilization and dry cycles. 
The drain valve is located on the front, 
allowing for quick and easy draining of 
water reservoir. 

508 mm x 362 mm x 550 mm
6060432 2340M 19 L
6060442 2540M 23 L
6060444 2540MK 23 L

VALUEKLAVE 1730
TUTTNAUER USA CO

The Valueklave
1730 has a
compact size (7”
chamber) which
makes it a perfect
primary unit for
small offices or a
second autoclave
for larger practices. The fast cycle time and heated
drying delivers a quick turnaround for wrapped or
unwrapped instruments. The simple controls and
easy closing door make this unit a breeze to
operate. High speed and reliability are built into
every Valueklave 1730. 

6060482 7.5 L (1730)

PRESTIGE STERILIZER
BALKOWITSCH ENTERPRISES

The Prestige Medical 2100 has 
a simple one-step operation to 
start the fully automatic cycle. 
The mechanical interlock system 

prevents the lid from being removed while
pressure remains in the chamber. The gasket offset
device prevents pressure build up if lid is not
correctly fitted.

9502590 [2100]

CASSETTE SEALS

STATIM SEAL AND
LUBE KIT
SCI-CAN

Cassette Seal and Lubricant Kit
for the STATIM 2000 Autoclave.
To ensure optimum performance
the cassette seal or gasket needs
to be replaced every 500 cycles,
or 6 months, whichever comes first.

8270610 Statim 2000 [01-100028S]
8270820 Statim 5000 [01-101649S]

DOOR GASKETS/SEALS

DOOR GASKETS/SEALS
BARNSTEAD/THERMOLYNE

Harvey Model 5000, 
Aquaclave 10
9480502 [250007801]

Harvey Model 5500, 7000 and Aquaclave 20
9480602 [280000301]

Harvey Model 6000
9480719 [260006701]

Midmark Model M9
8270793 [MIG027]

Midmark Model M11
8270794 [MIG028]

Midmark Model M11D
8270798 [MIG036]

For Pelton & Crane GN and OCM Sterilizers
81⁄4" outside diameter
8270608 [CG014]
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